bstrad be Argonne Wakefield Accelerator (AWA) is a new facility ir advanced accelerator research, with a particular emphasis 011 udies of high gradient (-100 MeV/m) wakefield accekration. novel high current short pulse LBand photocathode gun and eaccelerator will provide 100 nC electron bunches at 20 MeV be used as a drive beam, while a second high brightness gun ill be used to generate a 5 MeV witness beam for wakefield easurements. We will present an overview of tbe various WA systems, the status of construction, and initial The witness gun 141 is used to generate a low current, small emittance pulse which acts as a probe of wakefields generated by the drive bunch. A &cell iris-loaded Lband cavity operating in the 2 4 3 mode produces 0.1 nC, 5
% AWA project is planned as a series of phases, leading up a 1 GeV demonstration linac based on wakefield technology. lase I of the AWA is presently nearing completion, and insists of an L-band 20 MeV drive linac and photocathode urce capable of delivering 100 nC, 20 ps (FWHM) pulses, a MeV high brightness photocathode gun to provide a witness :am as a probe of wakefields generated by the drive beam, id associated instrumentation for beam monitoring and akefield measurements. A plan view of AWA phase I is own in figure 1. Additional details of the various AWA bsystems may be found in other papers at this conference 1-4 I). 
Experimental program

2597
Tbe generation of 20 ps. 100 nC electron bunches from the drive linac is in itself an important experiment. Of particular interest is the characterization of the drive gun i comparison of measured beam parameters with the :dictions of the codes used for the design simulations.
e first wakefield experiments will concentrate on the study of &down, charging and radiation damage effects in high ldient collinear dielectric structures. These issues will need be resolved for any practical dielectric-based wakefield :elerator.
e noncollinear drive-witness configuration will be used to estigate wakefield transformer schemes which offer the ential of generating high, accelerating gradients without the ngent injection tolerances required by collinear geometries ruppress single bunch beam breakup effects. One particular ss of devices being developed by the AWA group are lpled wake tube structures [6] . The wake generated by the ve bunch in a dielectic loaded guide is transferred via quarter ve matching section to a smaller bo= accelerating structure.
;ure 4 shows a numerical calculation of the gradient step up a particular geometry as a function of matching section gth, demonstrating that the expected transfer efficiency can attained. Note that the optimum matcbing section length is, cxpected, sligbtly less than U4 due to end effects.
Status and Commissioning
The drive linac components have been fabricated and assembled, and wimess gun fabrication is underway. After a setback due to the default of the vendor, the rf system is nearing completion, and cavity conditioning io expected to begin this summer. Commissioning of Phase I of the AWA will be completed by the end of CY1993. Accelerator Conference, pp.2557-2559 ! drive bunch generated at the AWA is sufficient to perform first experimental investigations of the Briemao effect in :ma wakefield acceleration [7] . In this regime all electrons ejected from the plasma behind the drive bunch, resulting ixtraordinary gradients. The plasma wakefield experiment med at the AWA is predicted to generate gradients of 1 J/m .
